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Abstract—A contract is a legally binding agreement that expresses high-level requirements of parties in terms of obligations, powers and constraints. Parties’ actions influence the status of a contract and shall comply with its clauses. Manual contract monitoring is very laborious in real markets, such as transactive energy, where plenty of complex contracts are running concurrently. Furthermore, liability, right and performance transition through run-time operations such as subcontracting, assignment and substitution complicate contract interpretation. Automation is needed to ensure that contracts respect desirable properties and to support monitoring of compliance and handling of violations. In this thesis research, I propose an innovative ontology that defines fundamental contractual notions (such as the ones mentioned above) and their relationships, on which is built a specification language, called Symboleo, that provides syntax and axiomatic semantics of contracts via first-order logic. Symboleo enables the development of advanced automation tools such as a compliance checker that monitors contracts at run-time, and a model checking verification method that analyzes liveness and safety properties of contracts. This paper reports on the problem domain, research method, current status, expected contributions, and main foreseen challenges.

Index Terms—Legal Contract, Specification Language, Model Checking, Smart Contract, Ontology.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

A legal contract is an enforceable bond that regulates acts of participants in a business such as trading. Contracts are expressed in natural language and determine legal requirements (i.e., obligations and powers) of parties. For example, a seller promises to deliver an ordered good to a buyer within three days. The lifecycle of a contract spans a wide spectrum of activities, from formation to drafting to performance. Offers, acceptance and consideration are some of the main elements of contract formation. An offer represents the intention of a party for being in an agreement for exchanging at least two assets as considerations (e.g., a product and money), and a counterparty’s acceptance completes the negotiation and legally binds the parties to a drafted contract. Contract performance starts as soon as an offer is accepted or awaits for contract’s start time arrival. A contract’s state, obligations and powers all change during contract performance, which complicates manual compliance checking. For example, in Ontario’s energy sector, Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) forms more than 30,000 contracts per quarter, which must be monitored at five minutes interval [1].

In large scale projects (e.g., in construction), obligations are also subcontracted to third parties at multiple levels in order to speed up project progress and reduce costs. However, sequential subcontracting may sacrifice the quality of work and general regulations [2]. Contract assignment and substitution are two other legal operations whereby rights, liability or performance are transferred to a new party at run-time. These operations again make contract analysis more difficult owing to the mobility of liability, rights and performance.

Smart contracts, proposed by Szabo [3] over two decades ago, represent an approach aiming to overcome the aforementioned issues. Smart contracts are software systems that monitor the execution of a legal contract to ensure compliance. The Requirements Engineering community as contributed many guidelines into how to extract system requirements from general laws and regulations [4], but less attention was paid to contracts, especially in a context where smart contracts become software programs themselves. It is important to note that smart contracts are independent from blockchains (e.g., they can run on conventional platforms and databases), although many recent implementation approaches take advantage of blockchain technology [5].

In this thesis research, I propose Symboleo as a logical specification language for smart contracts that supports early verification (through model checking of properties, at design time) as well as run-time compliance checking. The research questions of interest are:

RQ1: What formal concepts should a specification language support for legal contracts?
RQ2: How can contracts specified with that language be verified against safety and liveness properties at design time?
RQ3: How can contracts specified with that language be used to check compliance at run-time, while supporting appropriate reactions to detected violations?

This research is conducted in four steps. First, for RQ1, I survey many textual contracts from different business areas (including supply chain, energy, construction, and software development) to discover fundamental concepts and their internal relations, and finally produce a contract ontology.
This ontology is an extension of the Legal Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO-L) [6]. Second, again for RQ1, I propose a formal specification language, namely Symboleo, that adopts propositional and first-order logic to formally describe the syntax and axiomatic semantics of smart contracts and their requirements. Events, time points, and time intervals are fundamental elements of Symboleo used to streamline reasoning about events and time. In the third step for RQ3, a compliance checker tool applies acceptance tests to domain-independent axioms (i.e., Symboleo’s semantics) to verify their correctness property. This tool will be extended to support run-time compliance checking based on streams of events. Finally, for RQ2, a mapping to an SMT solver is being developed in order to verify safety and liveness properties of contracts. I iterate through all steps based on new types of contracts being considered, specified, and checked, as suggested in the Design Science Research (DSR) methodology, and in turn refine the ontology, Symboleo, and its verification/compliance methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work, including legal ontologies, specification languages and verification methods. The research approach is summarized in section III. Section IV presents a contract ontology together with the syntax and semantics of Symboleo. Section V presents our evaluation strategies, whereas Section VI briefly explains foreseen technical challenges. Expected contributions are presented in section VII, and then section VIII concludes and highlights future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past decade, the International Workshop on Requirements Engineering and Law (RELAW) has explored several relationships between requirements and contracts [7]–[10], including compliance and subcontracting aspects. However, none has considered smart contracts nor the level of automation they enable.

UFO-L is a comprehensive legal ontology, grounded in UFO, that models legal relations (i.e., correlation and opposite) among legal positions (i.e., Hohfeldian legal concepts). However, contractual notions such as asset and even contract have not been addressed in UFO-L [11]. Kaliban et al. [12] introduced a multi-tier ontology of contracts with three levels of abstractions where the highest determines common entities of prevalent types of contracts, the middle specifically investigates a business contract, and the lowest provides detailed templates of a particular contract type. The ontology is designed to monitor execution of contracts through business workflows, but ignores time and detailed obligations that are important prerequisites for legal reasoning. Similarly, Karlapalem et al. [13] conceptually model contracts through an entity-relation data model, and include business process aspects of a contract rather than legal concepts. Goodchild et al. [14] also outline a preliminary specification of business-to-business contracts in which no legal notion is derived from clauses, and hence legal reasoning over their XML-based language is limited to clauses, not legal concepts and relations.

From a contract-as-process perspective, a contract encompasses interrelated obligations and rights whose performance shifts the contract to a new situation through time [15], [16]. Theoretically, such approaches enable contract monitoring, but practically many unforeseen states are generated during a contract’s lifecycle, which can freeze monitoring and reasoning processes. On the other hand, contractual terms are not adequately detailed to explore sequences of dependent terms.

Business processes capture social interactions among participants who are responsible toward each other. Social commitments, as ethical obligations tied to society, are conceptually close to legal obligations. However, the legal norms, flexibility that power provides, and contract dependency on legal norms differentiate legal contracts. Chesani et al. [17] represent the lifecycle of a commitment as a state machine, and formally specify semantics of the machine transitions through the Event Calculus. In addition to commitment, Dalpiaz et al. [18] take into account business processes, and so integrate social commitments, participants and social constraints into a social interaction protocol. Apart from the specification, an algorithm checks compliance of events that may violate the protocol. Other approaches [19]–[22] either create a new commitment for a third party in place of the older one, or keep the older one to specify commitment delegation.

In addition, there are several efforts targeting the formalization of legal concepts. Prisacariu and Schneider [23] propose an extension of the $\mu$-calculus to specify intuitive properties of a contract based on deontic notions of obligation, permission and prohibition. He et al. [24] suggest a metamodel as the basis for its specification language (SPESC), which has a natural-language-like syntax and an informal description of its semantics. FCL [25] is a propositional and deontic-based logic developed to reason about contrary-to-duty obligations, which are less generic than the concept of power, the latter enabling the creation, suspension, or elimination of obligations upon violations or other situations.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

The research method is inspired from Hevner’s Design Science Research (DSR) [26]. DSR is an artifact-oriented methodology that iteratively employs methods and techniques to develop target artifacts and eventually improves human and organizational capabilities.

This thesis research will result in three main artifacts, one for each research question: the Symboleo language (including its underlying ontology and axioms, and an editor), a design-time verification tool for model-checking liveness/safety properties, and a run-time compliance checking tool. To develop and validate these artifacts, I iterate through three steps: 1) interpret sample contracts to explore new concepts, 2) refine the ontology, Symboleo, and verification methods and tools, and 3) evaluate the artifacts through case studies, developed in collaboration with industrial partners from different areas.

So far, I have studied multiple types of contracts, and developed several iterations of the ontology and the Symboleo language. Moreover, I implemented an event-oriented reasoner...
tool that enables the testing of Symboleo specifications (e.g., for supply chain contracts) as well as for checking the correctness of the language itself. For the communication of the results, two conference papers on Symboleo are currently under review.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. Ontology

The contract ontology is drawn from three sources:

1) Legal theories claim that the basis of a contract contains distinct legal concepts. For instance, Hohfeld’s theory introduces eight correlative or opposite concepts [27]. Furthermore, Alexy classified these concepts as rules and principles and used Hohfeldian relations to expand his theory’s legal relation aspect [28]. In this research, I summarize Hohfeldian norms to obligations and powers where an obligation is that which a party ought to do, and a power entitles a party to alter the state of obligations, powers or contracts. For instance, “a supplier is obligated to deliver two tons of beef to a buyer in return of $1000” is a conditional obligation that enforces the supplier to deliver in case it gets paid. “The supplier is entitled to terminate a contract if the payment is more than 5 days late” is a conditional power of the supplier power whose exertion terminates the sales contract.

2) A Legal Core Ontology (LCO) is a specialization of an upper-level ontology that represents imperative legal concepts. UFO-L [11] is a LCO based on Alexy’s theory and is grounded in the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO). This domain-independent ontological model reuses concepts of law, but is not specific to contracts. In turn, a contract is a particular aspect of law categorized in contract law. A contract is a composition of obligations and powers whose relations differ from UFO-L’s. For instance, UFO-L solely converts a power to correlative or opposite concepts by means of “relators” whereas a power might influence other obligations, powers or contracts. At least two parties are bound to an agreement, and may be assigned to roles. Parties exchange at least two assets through a contract. Although UFO-L covers concepts such as party, asset, role, power and obligation norms, their relations are altered in a contract context. The proposed ontology inherits these concepts from UFO-L, but adds new concepts and relations.

3) The analysis of sample contracts is another ontology elicitation technique. My research team and I manually interpreted 50 contracts and online terms and conditions, and then annotated and classified legal and logical concepts and relations. This led us to enrich the ontology by adding important concepts such as event, time point and time interval, as well as relations such as subcontracting.

Fig. 1 depicts the proposed ontology. All white concepts, except contract, are specializations of UFO-L. Briefly, a situation is a state of affairs that is true or false at a given moment. Events may bring about a situation. A legal position, either power or obligation, is defined between a creditor and a debtor to bring about a situation (i.e., the consequent) if a precondition (i.e., the antecedent) is true. Once a creditor exerts a power, the state of a legal position or contract is modified, e.g., an obligation is created or discharged, or a contract is terminated.

At least one (liable) party is responsible to fulfill an obligation towards other parties (rightHolder). An obligation performer is a party who is permitted to fulfill the obligation. Typically, debtors are liable and performer, while creditors are right holders of obligations. However, run-time operations (e.g., subcontracting, assignment and substitution) transfer or share these positions to/with parties. Nobody is liable to a power, while a creditor has the right to exert a power.

B. Finite State Machines

Fig. 2 represents the states of contracts and legal positions in three Finite State Machines (FSMs) that enable compliance and property checking.

An obligation is an entity expressing requirements of an obligee (i.e., creditor). An obligation is created in various ways. Generally, contract activation triggers some obligations, but suspensive obligations take place solely if their preconditions are satisfied. A created obligation stays inactive until the creditor takes proper actions. For example, the previous delivery obligation would be in effect if and only if the buyer pays $1000 to the supplier. In some cases, the creditor’s action is not required, e.g., “the supplier shall always keep beasts frozen”. An obligation may expire if its creditor acts too late. A debtor may fulfill or violate its obligation. A power may also create, discharge, suspend, resume or terminate an obligation.

The creation, activation, suspension, resumption and expiration of powers are similar to obligations’. The exertion of a power may terminate, suspend or resume contracts and obligations. Surviving obligations, however, keep their position beyond the contract termination, e.g., “participants shall not disclose sales information until six months after the agreement termination”. A contract terminates successfully when powers and (non-surviving) obligations are no longer active.
C. Symboleo: a specification language

Symboleo is a specification language of smart contracts that is developed based on the proposed ontology and state machines. The language adopts a first-order and time-based logic for reasoning about time points, time intervals and events. This language is also close to event calculus thanks to common time point, event and proposition concepts.

— **Syntax.** Symboleo’s syntax is briefly described in Table I, which shows a contract’s Domain concepts, including but not limited to events and assets, with their attributes. These are defined outside of a contract, but are instantiated in a contract’s Declarations. The signature of a contract include a name and multiple input parameters that are valued individually at instantiation time. Pre- and post-conditions might restrict the beginning and successful ending of a contract. For example, a sales contract is valid if the good’s owner is the seller. In the table, a proposition is a logical composition of events, states of obligations/powers/contract and shorthand predicates. For instance, “(event) happensBefore (time point)” denotes that the event happens before a certain time point. An extensible library of shorthands is being developed for the language.

The contract body contains a collection of obligations and powers classes. The signatures of an obligation is “Trigger → Name : O(debtor, creditor, antecedent, consequent)” and that of a power is “Trigger → Name : P(creditor, debtor, antecedent, consequent)”. Trigger is a situation whose satisfaction instantiates the obligation (O) or power (P). Situations are expressed by propositions. The creditor and debtor are two roles. An antecedent determines the precondition of an obligation or power. An obligation’s debtor is obliged to bring about the consequent situation while a power creditor has the right to exert that power. For example, in O₁ : O(seller, buyer, true, happensBefore(delivered, delivered. delDueD)), O₁ is an instance of the delivery obligation whereby the buyer unconditionally shall deliver the ordered good before the due date. The constraint part contains safety and liveness properties that respectively ensure bad things never happen and contracts eventually terminate. For instance, the proposition “NOT(isEqual(buyer, seller))” prohibits that the buyer and seller roles are assigned to the same parties.

---

**TABLE I**

**EBNF SYNTAX OF SYMBOLEO**

| (contractSpec) := (domainSpec) (contract) | (domainSpec) := Domain (name) ((dConcept) (\') (endDomain) (dConcept) (\') (name)) (\') (at) |
| (contract) := Contract (name) (\') (<(param)> (\') (\') (\') (\') (\') (\')) |
| Declarations (\'(declaration) (\') (\') (\') ) |
| Preconditions (\'(preposition) (\') (\') ) |
| Postconditions (\'(preposition) (\') (\') ) |
| Obligations (\'(obligation) (\') (\') (\') ) |
| SurvivingObs (\'(obligation) (\') (\') ) |
| Powers (\'(power) (\') (\') ) |
| Constraints (\'(preposition) (\') (\') ) |
| endContract (\') (\') (\') (\') (\') (\') (\') |

**TABLE II**

**PRIMITIVE PREDICATES OF SYMBOLEO**

| e within s | situation s holds when event e happens |
| occurs(s, T) | situation s holds during the whole interval T, not just in any of its subintervals |
| initiates(e, s) | event e brings about situation s |
| terminates(e, s) | event e terminates situation s |
| happens(e, t) | event e happens at time instance t |

**Axiom 1.** Contract c terminates when all obligations and powers of the contract are inactive except surviving obligations.

\[ (\text{happens}(e, t) \land \text{initiates}(e, \text{fulfillment}(o)) \land \neg \text{holdsAt}(\text{fulfillment}(o), t)) \land ((e \text{ within } \text{InEffect}(c)) \land (\forall o': \text{o.contr.obl} \mid \text{surviving}(o') \lor \neg (e \text{ within active}(o')))) \land (\forall p': \text{o.contr.power} \mid \neg (e \text{ within active}(p'))) \rightarrow \text{initiates}(e, \text{successfulTermination}(c)) \land \text{terminates}(e, \text{InEffect}(c)) \]
In the second step, we investigated informal semantics of substitution, subcontracting and assignment.

— **Subcontracting.** A liable party partially or totally delegates performance of obligations to a third party through a subcontract. In specific situations, when stated in the contract, counterparties’ consent is a prerequisite to any delegation. In all cases, the subcontractor takes over the performance of obligations while the original partner still preserves liability.

— **Substitution.** A substitution occurs if a party takes the place of another one in a contract and undertakes liability of obligations as well as their performance while the original party is no longer committed. Similar to subcontracting, consent of counterparties may be required; however, no new contract is created.

— **Right assignment.** This operation transfers the right of a party to someone else. For example, if a seller is entitled to get paid, the seller can transfer the right of payment to another party.

V. Evaluation Strategy

Symboleo’s semantics and verification methods will be evaluated in three ways:

- Real contracts from existing industrial partners in Canada and France will be specified with Symboleo to assess the language’s completeness and adequacy for the supply chain, energy trading and telecommunication areas. In this way, RQ1 will be partially answered. So far, contracts for the sale of goods and for freight have been specified, while energy trading contracts and service level agreements are under development.

- A compliance checking tool is being developed. The short-term goal is to exercise and assess the correctness of the language’s axioms, while enabling the execution of acceptance tests on Symboleo contracts, partially answering RQ3. A Prolog prototype was implemented (in Prolog), and the sales of good and freight contracts have been used as input. The tool executes sequences of events (tests) and checks whether expected situations are met. Tests will be developed in collaboration with our industrial partners. The long-term goal is to connect this prototype to an external source of streamed events (e.g., coming from IoT devices and other sources, via a Complex Event Processing engine), enabling the run-time monitoring of contracts.

- Another tool will be developed for the verification of safety and liveness properties at design time (RQ2). These properties which are encoded as temporal logic formulas represent the behaviour of contracts over time. For example, powers never activate contradictory obligations at a moment. This tool will transform a Symboleo contract specification into the input language of an existing SMT solver (Microsoft Z3 or others) to model-check properties. The same case studies will be used, with properties developed in collaboration with our partners.

VI. Technical Challenges

The diversity of legal contracts is a challenge. I will focus on business contracts, and will not cover contracts in domains such as marriages or employment. As mentioned, real (business) contracts are an undeniably useful source of concepts for the specification language. However, there is no guarantee that these concepts are sufficient to support other types of contracts.

Contracts are often subject to existing laws and regulations, which are specified outside individual contracts. This information (e.g., jurisdiction-related obligations and powers) likely needs to be encoded as well and imported by contracts.

Moreover, neither contract law nor contractual clauses demonstrate the side effects of a contract suspension or resumption. For example, a contract may entitle a party to suspend a contract in case of an obligation violation. In such situation, where the party exerts this suspension power, which obligations of which party get suspended? What happens to time-dependent terms after resumption? Who is liable for assets such as perishable goods during suspension? We suspect our formal contract specifications to be required to be more detailed than conventional contracts. Yet, flexibility in contractual obligations is at times convenient (especially in this COVID-19 era). These tensions between formality, completeness and flexibility will need to be studied.

The selection of an appropriate SMT environment for RQ3 remains a challenge, assuming that one exists that will allow a mapping from Symboleo to its input language. One option might be to modify an open-source SMT solver to support missing concepts or algorithms, if needed.

VII. Expected Contributions

As explained before, the expected artefacts produced in the thesis will be the Symboleo language, with its ontology, FSMs and axioms (RQ1), with an SMT-based model-checking tool for design-time verification of liveness and safety properties (RQ2), and a tool for the testing of contracts and for their monitoring at run time (RQ3).

As the research is driven by DSR, I expect the current artefacts to evolve substantially as I progress through my research while considering an increasingly large number of real-life contracts and properties.

This research will contribute to the formal representation of requirements in (smart) contracts, with support for their analysis and monitoring, two activities in dire need of automation. This research goes beyond existing work by taking into consideration the concept of power, which enables (among other things) contracts to manipulate obligations dynamically and to react to detected violations, by considering time explicitly in contract analysis, and by supporting different levels of subcontracting. These language concepts are essential to make the specification and monitoring of (smart) contracts practical and beneficial.
VIII. CONCLUSION

A contract contains legal requirements of parties expressed in terms of obligations and powers. A power can manipulate a contract and its obligations at execution time. Due to the ambiguity of natural language (used in the vast majority of contracts) and the capabilities of powers and other advanced concepts, combined to complicated types of subcontracting relationships, a contract often encompasses inconsistent and even contradictory clauses, or important gaps. In addition, the real-time compliance checking of smart contracts is now enabled by the growth of IoT and blockchain-based technologies.

The Symboleo specification language is being proposed in this thesis to formally specify legal contracts and their requirements, find property violations, and automatically check compliance.

As a preliminary step, my colleagues and I reviewed 50 valid contracts and designed a contract ontology based on UFO-L that is compatible with Hohfeldian’s notions. In addition, FSMs were developed to model the states of obligations, powers and contracts. I also defined the syntax and axiomatic semantics of Symboleo according to the ontology and state machines. I also implemented a compliance checking tool and conducted some acceptance tests on several realistic contracts to evaluate the correctness of Symboleo’s axioms.

The next step will be for me to focus on RQ2 and develop model-checking capabilities for Symboleo. I will then iterate over the three research questions by modeling and checking and increasing number of real contracts and properties from different domains.
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